
Pre-enactment — Left Behind

Pre-enactment
Our weddings are pre-enactments. There are re-enactments, enacting something that’s already 
happened, something that took place. But the word “pre-enactment” doesn’t really exist, because it is 
enacting something that’ll take place in the future. How could anybody portray what’s going to take 
place in the future unless it’s been revealed by the Holy Spirit (Jn 16:13). In our weddings we will do 
this to greater and greater degree as these things are revealed to us and unfold. We will come to a 
place where we will outdo Hollywood and Broadway, because we will outdo the world. Thousands of 
people will come to our festivals once we have our big places where these things can take place. We 
will fulfill the Psalms. Our music will outdo the music of the world.
Left Behind
All the virgins will go into the wilderness, but not all are wise. 1 Ths 4:17 — When the taking up happens 
to join our Master in the sky it’s just going to be terrible for those who are left behind. They will wake 
up in the morning and their wife or husband is gone. They will be working at the mill and one will be 
taken. As those who are left behind realize what happened this horrible feeling will come upon them and 
great fear will fill their heart. They will come out of the bushes and find each other, hundreds of them. 
There will be great weeping and loud wailing and regret. They did not purify themselves. They did not 
overcome their iniquities by the power of the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit didn’t remain upon them. 
They quenched Him. There is nothing they can do except to wait in fear for the next thirty days until they 
will be judged and assigned a place with the unbelievers — a thousand years in death. It’ll be like waiting 
in the terrifying expectation of judgment. It will be so horrible. I’d like to do a play on that someday.


